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ABSTRACT

The operation of many Department of Energy (DOE) sites re-
quires the transfer of radioactive liquid products from one
location to another. DOE Order 6430.1A requires that the
transfer pipelines be designed and constructed so that any
leakage can be detected and contained before it reaches the
environment. One design option often considered to meet this
requirement is to place the pipeline in a stainless steel-
lined, buried concrete encasement. This provides the ergi-
neer with the design challenge to integrate standard structu-
ral design principles with unique DOE requirements. The com-
plete design of a buried concrete encasement must consider
seismic effects, leak detection, leak confinement, radiation
shielding, thermal effects, pipe supports, and constructabil-
ity. This paper contains a brief discussion of each of these
design considerations, based on experience gained during the
design of concrete encasements for the Process Facilities
Modifications (PFM) project at Hanford.

INTRODUCTION
The operation of many Department of

Energy (DOE) sites requires the transfer
of radioactive products from one location
to another. The design of these transfer
pipelines must reflect the unique re-
quirements of each application at each
site. DOE Order 6430.1A[1] provides
general performance requirements, but
detailed design criteria must be devel-
oped on a project-by-project basis.

When only one transfer pipeline is
involved, a double-walled pipe is usually
the most economical option. When multi-
ple transfer pipelines are involved, a
stainless steel-lined concrete encasement
is usually the most economical option.
The use of a concrete encasement has
several advantages:

• The roof of the encasement pro-
vides some shielding benefit;

• The actual transfer pipelines
are more accessible during cons-
truction, when pressure testing,
or when leaks must be located;
and

• Construction of the outer (con-
crete) containment can be nearly
completed prior to pressure
testing of the inner (pipeline)
containment.

The design of a buried concrete
encasement will require the integration
of DOE requirements, project require-
ments, and code requirements. This paper
is based on the design of buried concrete
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encasements for the Process Facility
Modifications (PFM) project at Hanford
and recently adopted DOE Order 6430.1A
requirements. These requirements are
summarized and design suggestions are
offered by the author,

REQUIREMENTS SUMMARY
The requirements driving the use of

buried concrete encasements can be found
in DOE Order 6430.1A. The encasement
designs must consider Design Basis Acci-
dent (DBA) conditions and limit the
release of radioactive and hazardous
materials,

DOE Order 6430.1A

Section 1300-1.3 indicates that the
design of nuclear facilities shall pro-
tect the public from hazards associated
with radioactive materials as a result of
normal operations including the effects
of natural phenomena pertinent to the
site.

Section 1300-7.1 indicates that
confinement systems shall accomplish the
following:

• Minimize the spread of radioac-
tive and other hazardous materi-
als within the unoccupied pro-
cess areas and to occupied
areas.

• Minimize the release of radioac-
tive and other hazardous materi-
als in facility effluents during
normal operation and anticipated
operational occurrences.

• Limit the release of radioactive
and other hazardous materials
resulting from DBAs including
severe natural phenomena.

Section 1300-7.4 indicates that
double-walled pipes or pipes within a
secondary confinement structure encase-
ment shall be used in all areas where the
primary pipe leaves the facility.

Section 1305-6.3.2 indicates that the
design of transfer lines for liquid
decontamination wastes in plutonium
storage facilities shall consider the use
of encasements as specified in Section
1300-7.4.

Section 1323-5.2 indicates that
similar encasements be used to establish
"primary and secondary confinement bound-
aries in underground portions of high-
level liquid waste systems."

For other special facilities, the
general requirements noted above may
drive the decision to use a buried con-
crete encasement.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
The complete design of a transfer

pipeline involves many considerations.
DOE requirements for leak detection,
environmental protection, and radiation
safety must be satisfied. DBA and
operating load conditions must be resis-
ted with acceptable stresses and deforma-
tions. Practical considerations of
constructability and cost must also be
included. When multiple transfer pipe-
lines are routed together, a common con-
crete encasement best meets the criteria.

Concrete Encasement Routing
Early in the design, process consid-

erations identify the need for pipelines
to transfer radioactive materials from
one location to another. Pipeline dia-
meters, temperatures, and pressures are
identified and the elevations at the
pipeline termination points are also
usually fixed at this time. Then a rout-
ing must be selected.

Some of the design considerations
that must be addressed in routing trans-
fer pipelines include:

• Existing and future underground
construction must be
considered.
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• Long straight runs should be
avoided (or pipe loops added) to
allow for pipeline thermal
movements.

• Construction access should be
available along the entire
route.

• Transfer pipelines from/to dif-
fering locations should be com-
bined to the maximum extent.

• Burial depth has impact on radi-
ation shielding requirements.

Concrete Encasement Form
Concrete encasements are usually

buried for radiation safety reasons. The
side walls must be thick enough to with-
stand lateral soil pressures. The top
and bottom slabs must be thick enough to
withstand vertical soil pressures. Many
of the load conditions are resisted by
the rigid frame interaction of the walls
of the encasement and its bottom slab.
The walls are utilized to provide support
and anchorage for the transfer pipelines.

Figure 1 indicates a typical
concrete encasement designed for the PFM
Project at Hanford.

Constructability
The construction of the concrete

encasement can not be separated from the
installation of the transfer pipelines
within it. The two walls and the bottom
slab of the encasement must be cons-
tructed first. Next, the pipe supports
and transfer pipelines must be installed.
Only after the pipelines are inspected
and pressure tested can the roof slab of
the encasement be poured or placed.

The two walls and the bottom slab of
the encasement are candidates for jointly
precasting into U-shaped sections. The
shipping pieces should be as large as
possible within '.he constraints of high-
way weight limitations, trailer lengths,
and construction crane capacity. Precast
sections can be joined in the field with
short make-up sections.

Figure 1. Typical PFM Project
Concrete Encasement

The top slab of the encasement could
be cast in-place utilizing form deck. If
access is desired to the encasement for
operations or maintenance purposes, the
top slab could include precast access
hatches located over valve or instrumen-
tation locations. If a long time period
is expected between encasement construc-
tion and transfer pipeline installation,
the entire length of the encasement could
be built with precast roof panels.

Leak Detection
Ideally the transfer pipelines and

concrete encasement can be designed to
slope from the point of origin to the
receiving location. If the slope is
steep enough, and the distance short
enough, leaks from the pipeline will flow
within the containment to the receiving
location.

In practice, the distance and eleva-
tion changes between transfer points are
not likely to allow such a simple method
of leak detection. In addition, the con-
struction tolerances on the floor slab,
with or without liner plate, will often
result in short uphill sections or
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pockets in a nominally sloping alignment.
While large volume leaks in transfer
pipeline will eventually reach the
receiving location» a means must be
developed to detect and locate smaller
leaks along the length of the encasement.

One option for this along-the-length
leak detection would be the use of tele-
operated devices to patrol the floor slab
of the encasement. The encasement design
must allow sufficient clearance to allow
clear passage for such a device and its
trailing cables. A similar option would
be to provide TV port manholes at regular
spacing along the encasement to allow
remote viewing via a TV camera lowered
into the encasement at the ports. This
TV would view from fixed locations, and
would be both less costly and less effi-
cient than the traveling TV device. A
third option is the use of leak detection
ribbons placed on the floor of the
encasement.

The supporting instrumentation could
be designed to notify a panel operator
when and where a leak has been detected.

Leak Confinement
Once a leak has developed in the

primary confinement (a transfer pipe-
line) , the leak must be contained by the
secondary confinement (the concrete
encasement) until the leak is detected,
located, and repaired.

In most situations, the concrete
side walls and floor slab will be suffi-
cient to provide the required contain-
ment. While normal concrete is regarded
as relatively impervious to liquids,
concrete subject to high fluid pressure
will allow passage of liquids through it.
If the transfer pipelines carry large
volumes of fluids, and a delay might be
anticipated between leak initiation and
shutdown of the leaking pipeline, con-
crete design should involve crack control
criteria more stringent than normally
required by ACI 318[2] or ACI 349[3]
(.013 in.).

Crack control criteria specified in
ACI 224R[4) for water retaining struc-
tures (.004 in.) nay be appropriate for
concrete encasements that may be required
to contain large volumes of liquids. The
design result of a more stringent crack
control criteria will be more steel
reinforcement along the length of the
concrete encasements.

DESIGN DETAILS

Stainless Steel Liner Plate
Stainless steel liner plate is often used
to protect the concrete. It protects the
secondary confinement to facilitate
cleanup if leaks are detected in the
transfer pipelines, the primary confine-
ment. It is desirable that the liner
plate be leak resistant. On some pro-
jects liner plate leak resistance may be
required. If the liner plate serves no
confinement function, it is not necessary
to vacuum test weld surfaces for micro-
scope leaks. Visible cracks and holes in
the liner plate should always be regarded
as unacceptable because they would be
large enough to let leaking fluids attack
the concrete.

The design of the liner plate will
probably be governed by thermal strain,
although seismic strain should also be
checked. Stainless steel has an expan-
sion coefficient 50% larger than the con-
crete it is anchored to. Therefore, as
the encasement inner surfaces heat up
during operations, the concrete will
restrain the liner plate's thermal expan-
sion. If the resulting compressive
stresses reach the liner plate's buckling
limit, the plate will elastically buckle.
This buckling is not a concern as it will
relieve any thermal strains, and deforma-
tions out-of-plane will be small. The
maximum load transfer to the anchorage
angles embedded in the concrete will be
the plate's buckling load.

The liner plate installation should
be by the "wallpaper" method, welding the
liner plate to angles or plates embedded
in the concrete. If the walls and floor
slab are precast, the attached liner
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plate could also be installed off-site.
The inner top slab surface should also
have liner plate if any of the transfer
pipeline operate under pressure. If the
top slab is to be cast- in-place, the
liner plate can be stiffened with angles
and serve as a permanent form. If the
top slab is part of an access cover
system, the liner plate should be inte-
grally cast with the concrete cover.

Radiation Shielding
The transfer pipelines contain

radioactive liquid products. These pro-
ducts emit gamma radiation which can harm
personnel. Shielding materials must be
placed between the radiation source and
any area which could be occupied by per-
sonnel. When quantifying the radiation
source(s), it is important to consider
the future use of all transfer pipelines
in the encasement, including any spares.
The required mass of shielding material
is calculated considering the maximum
cumulative source and the maximum allow-
able radiation level at the ground sur-
face. Computer programs for shielding
design are available from the Radiation
Shielding Information Center (RSIC)
located at the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory.

The required shielding is compared
with the shielding provided by the con-
crete roof slab of the encasement and any
earth material cover. If the shielding
provided is insufficient, additional
material is required. Earth materials
are usually the most economical material
to provide additional shielding. If pro-
cess considerations preclude lowering the
encasement elevation, the additional
earth cover will take the form of a pro-
tective berm.

This type of berm must be protected
from erosion to preclude deterioration in
shielding provided. If the earth berm is
high enough, it may be unacceptable at
road crossings. In these cases, lead or
steel plate may be laid across the
encasement roof slab to provide equiv-
alent radiation shielding in less thick-
ness than the earth materials. The use

of lead or steel plate is a very expen-
sive option and should only be considered
after other alternatives are found to be
unacceptable.

Transfer Pipeline Supports
Proper support and anchorage of the

pipelines must be provided. Supports
must be designed with two primary con-
sideration; they must transfer all pipe-
line loads to the anchorage embedded in
the concrete; and they must provide a
fastening capability for the pipelines.
Sliding supports must allow attachment of
U-bolts or similar fastenings. Anchor
supports must be of sufficient thickness
to allow welding, and to transfer dead,
seismic, thermal, and test loads to the
concrete.

Figure 2 indicates typical transfer
pipelines supports designed for the PFM
project at Hanford.

NATURAL HAZARDS PHENOMENA MITIGATION
As previously indicated, the con-

crete encasement serves as the secondary
confinement. To meet DOE 6430.1A
requirements, the concrete encasement is
usually required to resist Design Basis
Accidents (DBA). DBA events are defined
in DOE 6430.1A, Section 0111-99.0. Of
most interest to the design of buried
concrete encasements are earthquake,
flood and tornado natural phenomena
hazards.

Design Basis Earthquake
Design basis earthquake loadings are

defined for DOE sites in UCRL- 53582[5].
Analysis methods to account for seismic
effects on long underground elements are
well documented in literature[6][7].
These r-tatic methods assume that the
underground element is more flexible than
the soil and that it will assume the
shape of the soil as seismic waves travel
through it. Axial strains and curvatures
are developed for the soil and the con-
forming element. These methods are
reasonable for flexible elements, and are
conservative for stiff elements. The
effects of bends, tees, and buildirg
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Figure 2. Typical PFM Project
Transfer Pipeline Supports

connections are accounted for utilizing
beam on elastic foundation theories.

These simple static analysis
methods should be utilized for the
analysis of seismic effects on buried
concrete encasements. It is recognized
that these methods might be conservative
for the stiff encasements, but the
required axial reinforcement utilizing
these methods is not considered exces-
sive. While it is possible to spend
more effort performing rigorous time
history analyses on buried encasements
restrained by soil springs, it is not
likely to pay for itself in reduced
reinforcement, especially if seismic
effects do not govern.

Ground failure potential due to
earthquake should also be evaluated. If
earthquake activity could cause the soil
along the encasement route to liquify,
settle, or laterally move, design mea-
sures must be taken or a new route
selected.

Design Basis Flood
For the DOE sites and for new

facilities at existing sites, the Design
Basis Flood (DBFL) should ideally be
addressed by siting a new facility above
the DBFL level for the appropriate
annual probability of exceedance.

Evaluation procedures to address
DBFL concerns are indicated in
UCRL-15910[8]. Containment structures
should be watertight. This is more a
design detailing problem than an
engineering problem. All entries to the
concrete encasement should be designed
to resist water pressures of moving and
ponding flood waters. Allowing for the
possibility of in-leakage to the encase-
ment, provisions must be made to remove
water by gravity drainage or pumping to
a retention location where the water can
be evaluated for radiation or hazardous
contamination.

Design Basis Tornado
Design Basis Tornado (DBT)

loadings include wind pressures, atmos-
pheric pressure changes, and missiles.
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Site specific LBT loadings are defined
for DOE sites in UCRL-53526[9]. Only Che
DBT-generated missiles impacting the roof
slab are of interest to the design of
buried concrete encasements.

If the encasement roof slab is at or
near the ground surface, tornado missiles
can cause several local effects to the of
the encasement:

Penetration - The displacement of a
missile into the target.

Perforation - The displacement of a
missile through the target, with or
without missile exit velocity.

Spalling - The ejection of target
material from the front face.

Scabbing - The peeling-off of target
material from the back face.

Perforation and scabbing are
unacceptable local effects for concrete
encasements serving as containments.
Local effects can be evaluated using
empirical methods summarized in ASCE
Manual No. 58[10].

Overall structural response of the
encasement roof slab to tornado generated
missiles must also be accounted for.
Structural response can be evaluated
using dynamic methods prescribed by
Biggstll].

The roof slab minimum thickness will
be determined to meet radiation shielding
requirements. This thickness should be
evaluated for local effects and overall
structural response, conservatively
neglecting the resistance of any thin
soil layers covering the encasement roof
slab.

SUMMARY
Buried concrete encasements must be

designed in accordance with the require-
ments outlined in DOE 6430.1A. Of pri-
mary engineering concern are the provi-
sions for radiation safety. Analysis

techniques are available to evaLuutf the
effects of natural phenomena hazards.
Other design concerns must also be con-
sidered Including constructability and
leak detection.
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